Retina transduction by rAAV2 after intravitreal injection: comparison between mouse and rat.
Adeno-associated virus vectors (rAAV) are currently the most common vehicle used in clinical trials of retinal gene therapy, usually delivered through subretinal injections to target cells of the outer retina. However, targeting the inner retina requires intravitreal injections, a simple and safe procedure, which is effective for transducing the rodent retina, but still of low efficiency in the eyes of primates. We investigated whether adjuvant pharmacological agents may enhance rAAV transduction of the retinas of mouse and rat after intravitreal delivery. Tyrosine kinase inhibitors were highly efficient in mice, especially imatinib and genistein, and promoted transduction even of the outer retina. In rats, however, we report that they were not effective. Even with direct proteasomal inhibition in rats, the effects upon transduction were only minimal and restricted to the inner retina. Even tyrosine capsid mutant rAAVs in rats had a transduction profile similar to wtAAV. Thus, the differences between mouse and rat, in both eye size and the inner limiting membrane, compromise the efficiency of AAV vectors penetration from the vitreous into the retina, and impact the efficacy of strategies developed to enhance intravitreal retinal rAAV transduction. Further improvement of strategies, then are required.